Appendix D

Selected Verbatim Responses to Open-Ended Questions

This appendix contains selected translated responses to the open-ended questions contained in the debriefing sections of the four questionnaires administered in the Cairo household survey. A random sample of responses from each questionnaire was chosen for a rough translation from Arabic to English. The responses were examined to determine whether respondents made considered economic decisions and whether they understood and accepted the direct questioning scenario. High quality translations were not needed for this purpose. Therefore, two bilingual research assistants made rough, first pass translations of the verbatim material. The original Arabic transcripts may be requested from the authors.

This appendix contains four sections corresponding to the four questionnaires. The first section contains debriefing responses from the water reliability questionnaire. The second section reports responses from the water network installation questionnaire. The third lists responses from the sewer flooding questionnaire. The final section reports responses from the sewer connection questionnaire. Each section begins with the text of the open-ended questions for which translations are provided. The sections then list responses to those questions by respondent. Each response contains the questionnaire identification number, the weekly cost of the project offered to the respondent, and the respondent’s decision about whether the accept or reject the proposed project at the stated cost.
Selected Verbatim Responses to Open-Ended Questions:

Water Reliability Questionnaire

The water reliability questionnaire contained two valuation scenarios. The first scenario asked respondents who experienced low water pressure and service cuts whether they would accept or reject a project to provide reliable, all day water service. The scenario and debriefing sections contained the following four open-ended questions.

18. How do you think your family’s daily life and the things that you do will change if you can get water from your tap at all times?

19. What else would you like to know about the water agency’s plan to maintain the water network in your neighborhood?

24. Can you tell me about the main reasons you decided your family would want or not want the water agency to do the maintenance?

26. Why do you think maintenance of the water network (will / will not) increase your water pressure?

The second scenario asked respondents who did not experience low pressure or service cuts whether they would accept or reject a project to prevent loss of reliable water service. The scenario and debriefing sections contained the following open-ended questions.

27. How do you think your family’s daily life and the things that you do will change if you do not have water between ___ in the morning and ___ at night?

28. What else would you like to know about the water agency’s plan to maintain the water network in your neighborhood?

33. Can you tell me about the main reasons you decided your family would want or not want the water agency to do the maintenance?

35. Why do you think the water network (will / will not) fall without maintenance?

The responses in this section are ordered by valuation scenario. Responses to the improve water reliability scenario are presented first followed by responses to the prevent loss of water reliability scenario.
Verbatim Responses: Project to Provide Reliable, All Day Water Service

Questionnaire ID: 10
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.60
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

18. For me it wouldn't make a difference because during that time I am at work. However, for my wife she will be able to do laundry anytime. She also wouldn't need to store water in jars because every time she needs water she will find it.

24. I agreed because water pressure is very low and 60 piasters are reasonable to have water all the time.

Questionnaire ID: 20
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

18. We will use water without storing it. We will have it from the tap all the time instead of using one glass of water to wash up for pray. When we have water we will conserve and use it for the dishes and laundry. Water is the spirit of humans we will be able to take showers. We will not need the cars that will fill and store at night.

24. Because I live alone and my son pays the money for my drinking water. I also have problems with my legs and paying every week is too much if by the month that is okay. Also my kids are bureaucrats and I am retired with a very limited pension and if I have another income I would agree. I can't pay anything and I am sick with my legs, and the pension is limited and I always need money over it.

Questionnaire ID: 30
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 6.00
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

18. Water heaters will work and we can use the water to take showers all the time and will save electricity of the water motors.

24. Convenient because I will find clean water all the time. Also, people are leaving their apartments because the lack of water.
18. It would be normal to leave the water motor and use less power and clean the apartment. Water will be available all the time and we use it conveniently in things like mopping and laundry.

24. I refused this price because we installed a motor that takes care of it even if the water had low pressure or cutoff. If this was before the motor, we would have agreed but it is too late.

18. I have to get up early so I can save water for the day laundry at night. Also the dishes are not done on time and I have to wait till night. Storing water is difficult and I can't use my "full automatic" washing machine because of the lack of water. When we have water all the time I can do everything.

24. When I paid 11 pounds per month, this is not too much for the sake of having water all the time. I also don't have to be worried about water anymore because I can use it any time especially on Fridays that there are no water at all. I also will be able to cook conveniently without waking up early to save water for cooking.

18. When we have tap water it will be better. We will save electricity money, and it will be clean because the motor is dirty and filled with participants, and tap water will be better.

24. I don't know because the building had a committee that decides and I can't take any decisions without its approval.

18. We will have a break from the scarcity of water. It will be convenient because without water things are not done in the apartment. Water is the spirit of home with respect to things like laundry, mopping and dishes.

19. How much?

24. I agreed to pay 1 pound because it is reasonable and water doesn't reach us without motors. Currently the motor is broken and we have very weak water pressure. Sometimes we live without any water at all and the guard's wife keeps carrying water up here which is useless.
18. It will be psychologically better and will conserve in my use. When I need to clean something anytime, it can be done like I won't leave the dishes, I will mop the floor, do laundry. When water is there everything can be done.

19. How much? Payments on a weekly basis or monthly?

24. I agree because when I pay 10 pounds I can get water anytime I need it from the tap. This also will maintain the network and prevent broken pipes, we won't have overflow. The price is reasonable relative to the cost of water.

18. I will be able to carry out my daily routine better with respect to daily essential things like praying and washing for praying, cleaning vegetables and food, wash out myself and my child. Water is the spirit of the house in drinking, washing laundry and washing anything is not feasible without water.


24. I agree because of my limited resources. In addition 4 pounds is a reasonable price but 16 pounds is too much because I pay power bill and building maintenance. The money will help in fixing the water problem so we can have water every time we open the tap. We wouldn't need water tanks that need maintenance and risk our health.

18. If we have water all the time we will save on the power bills used for the motor that consumes a lot of electricity and costs too much.

24. Because the motor is convenient and under my control at anytime I need water. It is not costly because the whole building shares the cost and I cannot guarantee, without it, how the water will be and would it increase or not.
18. It is better to find tap water all the time instead of saving it and then dump it. This is a sin and it is enough that there will be water all the time for showers and warm water because the heater now is worthless and we don't use it because the water pressure is low.

24. I refused the price because I am not obligated to pay money for the government to do maintenance. I can't pay any money for anything because it is the government's duty to pay.

18. When I cook it will be more convenient. Also, we will save the motor power and the washing machine would work with a lot of water instead of the water that cutoff suddenly and destroy the washer. I will be able to finish my work faster because I am used to work at night because there is no water in the morning. Despite that there is a motor, there is no water in the morning and at night its water is dirty, sandy, and stinks and the piped water is much cleaner.

19. How much?

24. The price is reasonable and will save the power of the motor and the water will be cleaner. I run the motor and I don't have water. But with this price water pressure will be strong and clean and I am the beneficial.

18. The water will be with strong pressure that runs my "full automatic" washing machine and my heater. With strong pressure we wouldn't need the motor and showers will be easier. It is important to have water in order to wash dishes in the kitchen. Water is the nerve of life and without the motor we will save the maintenance expenses and we don't have to be under the motor's mercy.

19. What is the difference that the network would make and how serious is the maintenance?

24. I agree because the price almost equals the motor maintenance price. Sixteen pounds is a big price for maintaining water, but four pounds consumption is enough and reasonable for me and for other people. I can't pay more for maintenance of the network because it is equal to fixing the motor, expenses that I pay every six months. At the same time we will guarantee clean water, unlike the motor's that I don't guarantee it because it can bring contaminated water. Also the network will benefit me because I don't have to pay too much on the motor's power bill.

26. Because the building is new and big and new pipes will increase the water in first floor but higher floors in all the area are all running motors and I am not optimistic because if maintenance fixed the pressure we wouldn't have water.
Questionnaire ID: 140
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.40
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

18. Instead of saving the dirty dishes and the laundry to do them at night, I can wash it anytime I want. We will drink healthy water instead of the water I store.

24. Because I want water and our motor is broken and costs 150 pounds to fix it. Therefore, if I pay 40 piasters a week it is better and water will be there all the time and I can do my stuff at the time I want.

Questionnaire ID: 150
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.80
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

18. When I have a lot of water, there won't be any delay. For example, I can wash faster and finish the house duties faster. Besides house duties like washing the dishes, laundry, and cooking won't come to a halt.

24. I refused because my husband is dead and his pension is very little. I can't pay this price because it is too much for me and besides life is very expensive.

Questionnaire ID: 160
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

18. We will have a break from filling the water from outside the house and we will save time and effort on filling the water. The house will also be clean all the time because we can use the water anytime. We will do laundry, take showers, do the dishes anytime we want.

19. How much would we pay and what is the system?

24. Because 175 piasters a week is something I can afford for our convenience sake and for the sake of not carrying the water from outside. We can get our things done at anytime like washing for pray, showers, food and drink, and laundry. The house will be clean all the time.
18. Not a lot will change and I don't need water that much and I am not affected with the low pressure.

19. How much?

24. Because I wouldn't reach the point of paying this price per week for five years. I am not hurt that much that is worth 175 piasters per week.

26. Because I don't believe that this talk will be implemented. The government cannot afford that and the connection to the building will be too expensive.

---

18. We will save time and effort gone in filling water. We will be able to use water at anytime we need it in things like showers and laundry.

19. How serious is this project?

24. More merciful than carrying and storing water. 250 piasters per week are not much for the sake of the service provided and having the water continuously is a good thing that saves time and effort.

---

18. It will save me from the power bill for the motor and its noise. If we open the water anytime during the day we can't have shower or wash up.

24. Because 80 piasters a week are not much for the service that the water agency will provide. This is within our fixed income limit and will give me a break from the electricity paid for the motor and it noise.

26. If they did a new network it will do, but in this situation it can't.

---

18. I can use the water heater and wash anytime because when the pressure is low I can't run the heater or wash or finish the house duties. I can't get the stuff done fast because the pressure is low all the time but when water will be here I can finish the house stuff faster.
19. How much?

24. Because life is difficult and it is incomprehensible that I pay for water and also the maintenance. The kids' lessons are enough and my husband is retired and I can't pay anything else.

Questionnaire ID: 210  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.00  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

18. There are no problems with regard to water. However, if there are no water, I can't take showers, drink, cook, and wash because everything in house depends on water. We wouldn't be able to do anything without the motor because the pressure is very low and won't reach the first floor.

24. Because water is important for life especially in the summer nobody can live without it is showers and house duties like washing and cooking.

Questionnaire ID: 220  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.75  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

18. We will clean the apartment and mop it too much, we will wash in the morning and don't have to wait till night, we don't have to carry water and store it for food. It will be comfortable with respect to storing water daily.

24. It will be more convenient for me and I will shower my kids at daytime, wash, mop, hang my laundry early, and will stop storing water daily.

Questionnaire ID: 230  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.80  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

18. It will be better in everything like cleaning and washing dishes instead of waiting for water and saving the dishes that cause bad smells. When I have water all the time I will wash the dishes faster at anytime and the apartment will be like jasmine because I don't have to worry about moping or storing water.

19. Is this agency public or private?

24. I agreed because this price will save me from being tired because we suffer too much from the weak water and its cutoffs that delay house duties like doing the dishes. When I have water, I will do the dishes and house duties fast.
18. If water is there all day, this will be better because in case I want to wash a cup or my face or wash for pray I can find water to do that. It will be better because the woman is sitting at home bothered from the lack of water, but if there is water she can wash and mop at her convenience.

24. I agreed at 240 piasters because this is a good price and because we need water. If I pay the amount and I have water all day, then money is not important for washing up for pray, women's house duties, cooking, etc.

18. I will have a break from house duties if there is water in the tap all the time. Things like washing, dishes, showers and the motor will be less difficult. I will also save on the motor's electricity when I have water all the time without it. Also, when power goes off we would still have water.

19. How much?

24. I refused 6 pounds because our income is limited and we have kids in schools with a lot of expenses and the house expenses are too much and expensive.

18. Definitely a lot will change like I can wash any time I want by opening the tap. Also, washing for praying takes a long time. I can wash my face after work instead of sitting without washing it. It will save the money that I can spend to buy a motor. Also, we won't save water because it will be there all the time.

19. How much?

24. We are two persons in the apartment and we pay 13 pounds for water. Therefore, it is incomprehensible to pay more than that for water. I could agree for a less amount because I have other obligations at home like food and drinking and it is ridiculous to pay 23 pounds for water maintenance and consumption.
18. At least I can find water to wash my face when I get up. I wouldn't store it because it is contaminated and disgusting and I can go to the bathroom and wash at anytime instead of washing after mid-night and fight with the neighbors everyday over the water.

19. How much? Reasons for Accepting or Rejecting the Project

24. Instead of fighting with neighbors everyday and some times our fights reach the police station. Also, instead of staying up all night to do the dishes. I can do my stuff differently when the water is here all the time.

18. I won't store water and wash without filling the washing machine at night and wash comfortably and mop at anytime and won't run the motor and save its power.

19. How much?

24. Because water will be there all the time and I wouldn't need to store it at all and I can do my stuff in the morning without storing water. I will also save the motor electricity and is maintenance expenses.

18. It will be better for me in everything. For example, instead of staying up till 3 a.m. so I can wash, I will wash like the rest of God' creatures during the daytime. When I have water all the time I can do the daily cleaning quickly especially that we are in the summer.

24. I agreed on this price because it is reasonable for my income. I also agreed to have a strong water pressure all the time.
Questionnaire ID: 320  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.60  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

18. Nothing would change except I have to cancel the motor and save maintenance and electricity.
24. For the sake of better services offered that would bring us convenience. We don't have to suffer from electricity that cutoff sometimes and cause water cutoffs. This is beside electricity consumption prices and maintenance. 60 piasters a week worth nothing compared to what I have paid.

Questionnaire ID: 330  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.60  
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

18. Will be better in everything like washing, cooking, showers, and drinking. In the summer we need more water to consume more than winter. I can get my stuff done without staying up late at night to wash. The stains, the house, the apartment will be mopped and the kitchen will be clean without dishes piling it.
24. I don't agree because the price is too much for me and I have a lot of other expenses like the water bill, the house maintenance, power bill, and apartment's rent. Further, I don't know how serious is this project.

Questionnaire ID: 340  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.80  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

18. When the kids want to take shower at anytime, and I can do the house duties early without the torturing of water cutoffs.
24. I agree because the money I can afford it and the price is reasonable. It is only an expense among the other expenses but I agreed on the condition that water will be here all the time.

Questionnaire ID: 350  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 6.00  
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

18. If the water is here, I will cook, do laundry, do the dishes. And drinking water will be there and these things are very important.
19. How would this money be paid?
24. I refused 6 pounds because life is very expensive and every month I pay rent, water, and power then how could I pay this amount every week.
18. It will bring cleanliness for doing the dishes, laundry, showers, and going to the bathroom. There will be water all the time and the house will be clean, motor's electricity will be saved, motor's depreciation and maintenance will be saved. I will feel psychologically better knowing that water is there all the time.

24. I don't agree because maintenance is one of the government basic duties. I pay taxes for things like light, water and sewer. I don't have extra money to pay this amount and there are things more important like food and drinking, and schools, cloths treatment and transportation.

---

18. When the water is here all the time it is better because we don't have to go out and fill water from anybody, and we can do house duties like washing, laundry, and doing the dishes quickly at anytime without storing any water.

19. How much?

24. I don't agree on this price because I have 8 sons and their father is a temporary worker who sells one day and sit at home ten. This money is too much for me, I can't pay 6 pounds a week.

---

18. We will be comfortable psychologically because I don't have to carry water. I will be able to clean my kids, if I washed a child's face with the motor's water it gets dusty. Also money saving because I don't have to buy water from outside. The house will be clean and we won't be afraid from the food because of the wells' water. I will also save time because I don't have to search for water and life will be saved without worries about water. I don't have to wait till night for water so I can fill up. My health will be better without staying up late, and we can wash our bodies and dishes. Also the motors' water affect the draining and cause pipes' rust.

24. I don't agree because this money is in addition to water consumption and this is a big price. My economic condition wouldn't allow me and I am a bureaucrat and if I have the money I wouldn't stay in this informal community. Prices are high and expensive and the salary wouldn't allow anything and I have children and need medicine and treatment expenses, house expenses, transportation and the lack of services is considered economic.
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Questionnaire ID: 390
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.80
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

18. Instead of filling jerkins that makes the home crowded, we don't have to fill water. Also the water that remain in the jerkins for houses is not good, but the tap water is much better, cleaner, running all the times.

24. I don't agree because this price is too much and also my husband is a temporary worker who works for one day and ten not, I also have 5 kids in school.

Questionnaire ID: 400
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.80
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

18. When water is here I will save the effort spent in filling water and staking jerkins and barrels. I will not be tired from staying up till dawn to fill water. And neighbors come here and knock at my door at dawn to fill water because I have a motor. If I have water I can wash easily especially that I have a young child.

19. When would the project be completed and how much?

24. I agreed on 80 piasters a week because it is better than filling water from outside, and the price is within our reach, and to have water instead of its cutoff all day. If instead some I can use if not. I have to stay till dawn to do my stuff.

Questionnaire ID: 410
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

18. Not using the motor, will save electricity money and we can use the water at any time we want. We can do laundry anytime, shower, mop at anytime and save the time and effort spent in filling water.

24. Because water is the first basis of everything and it is important for human life in everything like drinking, washing, cooking, mopping. 175 piasters is a reasonable price for the sake of having water all the time and cheaper than a pack of cigarettes and even more than that I could agree. However, water has to be here all the time and at any time.

Questionnaire ID: 420
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.40
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

18. If the water have strong pressure, that will be good because I can do the house duties at anytime and I don't have to work. I usually have to wait for the a water to be strong if it is not I work with a very low pressure water.
24. I refused 40 piasters because the changes in my family life. My husband had died very recently and my son is in the army and don't spent on the home and I have a bride that is bringing furniture from where would I get money to all that?

Questionnaire ID: 450
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.40
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

18. First, I will shower my kids in the morning and wash the dishes on time and will run the "full automatic" washing machine instead of leaving it like that and I will mop the apartment at any time.

19. How much?

24. Because it is a reasonable price, and I won't pay for the motor electricity and will take a break from storing water and will do the house duties at any time. And when I arrive from work I will find water to do my stuff quickly.

Questionnaire ID: 470
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.00
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

18. The usage level will be better and will lead to increasing the cleanliness of cloths and children. There daily usage of shower in the summer and bad smells from bathroom and homes and washing dishes, mopping will be better when there is water all the time.

24. I don't agree because the agency is rising the price of water and the lack of motors and the agency won't continue in the maintenance that is its responsibility also because the agency is not serious.

26. The state is not serious in maintenance and the low pressure is not from maintenance, it is from the station and if they did the project for one year they won't continue for the other
Verbatim Responses: Project to Prevent Loss of Reliable, All Day Water Service

Questionnaire ID: 290
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.40
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

27. It would be a big problem because I would have to store water at night and clean the apartment at night and this will be very difficult.

33. In order for the water to be here all the time without problems and cutoffs. And I won't have to store water in a way that causes diseases.

Questionnaire ID: 300
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.60
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

27. When I don't have water from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., it will be torturing. We wouldn't do anything at home or washing or cooking. In addition, all house duties will come to a halt and also water is the spirit of human beings and without it we die.

33. I refused because our network is okay and I will not pay any price. I already pay for consumption and will not pay for maintenance of pipes. I have a good network and a good water pressure.

Questionnaire ID: 430
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.00
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

27. I will stay up all night to save water and wash at night and this will be very tiring. I wouldn't be able to do home duties and everything will come to a halt.

33. Because I can afford to pay it and also I will benefit from the increasing water that will be here all the time and this is better because when it is cutoff it causes a lot of problems and I have to store water and bring water from down stairs.

Questionnaire ID: 440
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.40
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

27. Definitely we will store water at night to use it in the morning for food and drink and normal use like shower, washing, mopping, etc. There will also be conservation is consumption.

33. Because the cost is reasonable despite the fact that I have good water with excellent pressure all the time and I prefer to help so it would stay like that and won't cutoff and we play our role in sharing with the agency in doing maintenance.
Questionnaire ID: 460  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.20  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

27. Definitely we will store water everyday for the time we need it but also it will be a break from the motor.

33. Because the cost is not too much and we can pay it and will save us from the low water pressure and it is a normal thing to have water available all the time.

Questionnaire ID: 480  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 6.00  
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

27. The house will stop with regard to things like washing, cooking, doing dishes because these are the primary thing that stop due to lack of water.

33. I refused because 6 pounds per week is too much that I can't afford it and I live in the first floor and I am not affected by the low water pressure.

Questionnaire ID: 490  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.80  
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

27. First the dishes will pile up and I have to store water before cutoffs and I get bothered from water cutoffs because water is the spirit of home because a person can wash properly. We can live without light but not without water.

28. How much?

33. I don't agree Because I have water all the time and never cutoff so why should I pay money if the water is there.

Questionnaire ID: 500  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.00  
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

27. A person will suffer too much without cleaning at home, without mopping, without cooking because eater is the spirit of the house. Without water movements paralyzed because nobody can live without water.

28. How much?

33. I wouldn't pay for water because it is good and does;t need any maintenance. Also it is strong and never cutoff.
Selected Verbatim Responses to Open-Ended Questions:

Water Network Installation Questionnaire

The water connection questionnaire contained three open-ended questions. Questions 25 and 26 below appear in the direct questioning valuation scenario. Question 31 is part of the debriefing section. Responses are identified by question number. The corresponding questions are:

25. How do you think your family’s daily life and the things that you do will change when you have a water tap in your apartment?

26. What else would you like to know about the water agency’s plan to install a water network in your neighborhood?

31. What are the main reasons your family (wanted / did not want) the water network installation?
Verbatim Responses: Project to Install Neighborhood Water Network

Questionnaire ID: 2
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. There will be a smaller effort, it will be easier because having water at home is easier than filling from a shop. It cleans the laundry better, quick cleaning. It is clearer than pump water. It is easier to make tea, food, to drink, take showers or wash silver wares.

31. Because we need sweet water to drink and cook. We need it for everything concerning the home. We don’t want to get embarrassed dealing with neighbors. We save time and effort. Also, 1.5 LE per week is not much. The existence of tap water in the house is important.

Questionnaire ID: 18
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.00
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. It will reduce the water saving at our place; we can install a water heater. We will save time and effort. There will not be diseases and streets will be clean. Diseases that are caused by contaminated water will be reduced. It will save us some money when we buy soap; we will be able to wash our clothes better.

26. How much is the cost?

31. Because 2 LE per week is an average amount, everyone can afford it. The existence of water prevents diseases and cleans the environment; pump water has a bad smell, and taste. It is a hard water because soap does not make a lather. It is not suitable for human use and bathing. Sweet water, if available, will be there all the time; it is important for all the uses of the family like drinking water, cooking and doing the laundry.

Questionnaire ID: 26
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.00
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. Because the water I use now has a high percentage of salt. Sweet water will help in cleaning, and getting enough lather when using soap. Salty water cannot be used to wash my daughter’s hair because it ruins it.

26. When will the water be corrected? When exactly will be the time that it gets into houses?

31. We cannot do without water (sweet water). I don’t have ground water that is suitable for drinking.
25. It will save me time and health. It will reduce the number of diseases that hit our kids. Some doctors prevent people from using pump water because it causes diseases and makes hair fall apart.

31. So that sweet water gets connected, diseases be prevented. Salt that is in the pump water not used. Our health is preserved; time saved. 1 LE per week is affordable for me now; it will be increased, I suspect every now and then. This is because the water authority does not control and correct water meters. It just provides receipts by the number of apartments, every day they give us a new price. There are some hidden things that we don’t know. We don’t know what the price of water is.

25. First of all, our food will be clean; not contaminated; has no salt at all. Our laundry will be good because pump water is hard and salty and does not allow soap to make enough lather. Pump water is not suitable for usage. Tap water is much better when it comes to cleaning. It won't cause salt in your body. It makes good tea. Pump water makes a tasteless, colorless tea.

31. I refused because my income is too little. I cannot pay 9 LE, or any money. My circumstances are not helping. My husband is a driver he works by day. One day he works and ten days he does not. I cannot pay the money.

25. Tap water gives cleanness for everything. I will feel that everything is shining. Pump water gives a damp color for everything. Food will be clean, it will give my kids comfort. Pump water is salty and might cause us a lot of diseases. Tap water will save time because it is very tiring to get at least one jerking water. If we have sweet, tap water we get spy col?? Comfort, and personal cleanliness. Instead of washing our hair only once we can wash it more than once.

31. I refused the 4,50 LE because my income is not enough, my husband works as an employee and have limited income. It will not be enough to cover all expenses. We have a lot of expenses and I need a lot of things that are still missing in my house. If the amount is smaller we can agree because sweet water gives clothes a shining color. There will be no disease like kidney disease. It will be security for our kids. It will save us time, effort, and detergent.
25. It will be better because sometimes I am not available and my wife has to go outside to get water. People sometimes embarrasses us in getting water. If we have it at home we won’t need to go to others to get it, leave alone the time we save. Instead of going out all the way, I will have water at home. My little kid loses hair from pump water. After we get connected he won’t have any more hair problems.

31. Water will be clean and healthy; not full of diseases. We will get water that does not cause white skin color. If we want to wash for prayers we will get water that is pure not like the one we get now that we do not know its source. I do have a kid that we do not trust this water for him. It will be better if we get healthy water, the water we have now is not healthy. 3 LE is a suitable cost that saves us from getting embarrassed with out neighbors.

Questionnaire ID: 80
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. It will make a big difference, regarding the effort. My kid’s time is saved, they run behind the water vendor to get water. It will save us the money we pay daily for water. If I have a meter I will not spend 2 LE for water. It will save us water to do the laundry, now I have to use at least 3 Jerkins. Pump water makes clothes yellowish, specially the white ones. If I have sweet water I can use it in cooking, drinking and I won’t need to use the pump. It is not guaranteed that the pump will work because of the electricity cuts. I can also use sweet water for bathing and making tea.

31. I can pay 250. This is what I can afford, as the proverb says. Stretch your legs to the extent of your blanket. I need the water instead of buying it every day. My kids get very tired bringing it from downstairs. It will save us the fatigue. It will be cleaner, purer than the water we get in Jerkins, we won’t have any doubts. Now we don’t know how do they fill the water that we are using; we never see them filling it.

Questionnaire ID: 93
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 7.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

25. The comfort. Pump water is so salty that I never use it to cook. I don’t use it to wash my clothes, nor my kitchenware. It is useless, as if it does not exist. Sweet water will be much, much better in cleaning clothes and cooking. Instead of filling water to use salty water ruins electronics. It ruined my mixer. A new bride should not be filling water and walking up the street. It will save her the fatigue.

31. I am a government employee with a very low income, 90 LE per month only. My wife does not work. This amount is not enough to cover all the expenses. It is too much for me. I wish we had to pay a smaller cost than 3 LE because my income is small. I am a newly wed, have a lot of installments to pay; we just started our life. 7.50 LE is too much and should be reduced because
most of us are employees of the government. I wish you would be more sensitive to our financial situation.

Questionnaire ID: 106  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 6.00  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept  

25. We won’t need to fill water from outside, we will be comfortable that we can get water at home. It will save us time, effort, my kids have to go to school, and now they have to go and fill water too. They do it frequently and this makes them ill. Having water at home saves us a lot in every thing.

31. 6 LE is O.K. to install the net work. However, 9 LE is too much because of the other living expenses. My kids go to school and they get private lessons too. The cost of 6 LE is not much given that we will get water all the time. We won’t need anybody else’s help; we don’t need to fill from outside.

Questionnaire ID: 120  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.50  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept  

25. One will just open the tap and get water. I won’t need to fill water from outside. I don’t have to go outside my apartment. My laundry will be cleaner. Now we use laundry waste water to mop. However, if we have water we use separate water for mopping and another one for doing the laundry. We will be able to wash our kitchen wares just like everybody else. We will have water running all the time and we will be comfortable and that for sure.

26. How much are we supposed to pay?

31. So that my kids will not suffer outside their house. Every now and then they are outside in the middle of all these people to fill water. The cost of 150 is not much for me per week. However, when it becomes 450 is too much and needs its own budget. We want to be relieved from filling water.

Questionnaire ID: 131  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.00  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept  

25. It will save us time, our kids’s health will improve. The water we use now has a bitter taste; it causes kidney problems. Because the water is bad we consume a lot of detergent when doing the laundry. We will consume less because the government water is sweet. I don’t want to enter into any more trouble because all the public tap we fight a lot, it is so congested with people. It will save me all this and will be clean for me and my kids.

26. How much as we supposed to pay?
31. It is better for us and for our children. Instead of sitting there for hours to fill water, it will save me time and health. The cost of one LE is good. However, the other amount is too much. We have a lot of kids.

Questionnaire ID: 143
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 4.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. It will save everything. We will close the door to diseases that are caused by pump water because pump water is salty, and full of diseases. It is mixed with sewage water and causes kidney failure. I can wash my clothes with clean tap water, it is cleaner than pump water. It will save my daughter from standing all day long in the street to get one jerking water.

26. The cost?

31. I can pay 450 per week because it is a suitable amount for water in the house, instead of my kid going and filling water from the canal every day.

Questionnaire ID: 151
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. Instead of getting water from outside my house, it will be inside. I will cancel my pump; do all my laundry with it. Pump water is not good for drinking or doing the laundry because it has a lot of salt. Salt in the water looks like flour. We are forced to use it because we don’t have any other alternative. I cannot get all the water I need, i.e. water that is enough for everything. When I have water at home I will be able to use it to all the things I want; I wish we get the water.

26. What will be the cost?

31. We requested it, 250 is not much for it to be available all the time. We are not asking for much, just running water. This amount is O.K. For sweet water.

Questionnaire ID: 162
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 7.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

25. The comfort is enough, instead of fill it - from the other side of the plant (meaning it is a long distance). I have to use the pump all day long. Water will be available all the time, we can drink from, cook from it, bath from it, work from it. The water we have now causes salt in our bodies, ruins our hair and kitchen wares. The laundry loses its brightness. Water in the tap is better by far.

31. 750 per week is 30 LE per month, it is a lot. A big amount goes to the electricity and water consumption. Life is difficult, but we need the water, no one can do without it because it is a blessing in the house. I will not let my wife go outside for water. We will be more comfortable.
25. I will put sweet water in my pasta instead of the salty one. The pump water does not clean the clothes. You will get disgusted by just looking at it. We cannot drink from it, we have to get water from outside for drinking, making real rice. We boil the pump water to make pasta. If there is no boy at home who gets us water, we just stay without it. My kids hair got ruined. It used too be very fine but now it is kinky. This makes me mad. We have to use it to wash ourselves. My full automatic washer acquired a yellowish color because of the water; we no longer operate it because it is not working. We also use a lot of trial (detergent brand). Sweet water will protect my washer.

26. When will the water be connected?

31. 3 LE contribution for five years is not much for my comfort. I prefer to have water, is better than the water we get now. I do get sick and don’t love any other type of water, or anybody else’s water. If I have it at home I will be comfortable and not worried that it is coming directly from the tap, clean.

#25. Of course our health will improve when we have tap water. It will make our hair clean because now our hair is harmed because of the salty water. Pump water takes a lot of detergent, tap water will save us a lot of “Rabso”. Pump water increases the salt in our body, and causes other diseases. If we have sweet water it will relieve us and save us a lot. I wish we get connected to tap water without having to pay a lot of money.

26. I want to know how much I am going to pay?

31. Because water we have now is contaminated and can contaminate our vegetables. We will have better cleanliness in our drinks, bathing, cooking. Our laundry will be cleaner. If the water is not clean we sometimes have to go to the “Zahra” area, far away, to wash our clothes. Women get a bad headache from carrying the water. We will be relieved from all this.

25. There will be a lot of comfort when we get water at home, we will save our kids time. It is better than the time they waste filling water. Our kids and house will be cleaner, we will get psychological comfort and be relieved from carrying water. One is very tired and have a bad headache. Pump water is not good in doing the laundry, specially when washing white colors. I have to fill extra water to wash my kid’s hair. I never wash their hair using pump water.

26. How much is the payment and who will come to collect it?
31. I agreed to pay 1 LE because I can save it from my kids or my house allowance. I can even save it from my own food so that I get relieved from carrying the water. I am an ill woman and want water to be available all the time at home. My kids will get cleaner and so will their laundry. I also pay it for my psychological comfort. I don’t want to leave my kids alone at home and go to fill water. Pump water gives kitchen wares a pale color.

Questionnaire ID: 200
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. We can use sweet water to cook, drink, wash with it. Pump water ruins the laundry, takes all the comfort from those filling it. We won’t be sick from salty water, it causes diarrhea.

26. How much will be the cost?

31. Because it will give us comfort, 150 P is not much given my salary. I have kids who go to school. If we have water at home, we will all be relieved and we will be able to cook using clean water not salty water.

Questionnaire ID: 210
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

25. Because the water is salty, it does not make a lather when used for the laundry. Detergents do not work with pump water. It is not suitable for usage. It will save me time to have water at home. It will bring comfort and clean my kids. It is healthy, instead of us drinking water that was left there, we drink water that comes directly from the tap. It is cleaner too. Water is the basis for life, no one can do without it for cooking, making tea. Salty water changes the taste of everything. We cannot use it in anything. Government water will save the effort and the fatigue that we get now.

26. Will sewers be included?

31. 150 given all the other obligations, rent is expensive, electricity is expensive. At the end of the month one has to pay a big amount. What can one do? Of course we need the water, we cannot do without it, it is very comfortable at home, we won’t need to go outside.

Questionnaire ID: 222
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 9.00
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

25. It will save us time, effort, fatigue we get from carrying water. Every now and then we have to carry water over our heads. It causes us diseases, and allergies. If we have sweet water all the time, it will be better.

31. I don’t have enough money, my husband has a limited income, our financial status is difficult. We don’t have any extra at all. I wish I can install the water, but I don’t have any money for it.
Questionnaire ID: 231
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. It is better because instead of storing water in the Jerkins we use, we open the tap and get fresh water. It is better than the long walk we do to get water. We would be able to take a shower because using it now makes our hair rough and tangled and makes our skin salty.

31. I don't agree because the weekly installments. If you tell us to pay it all at once, a certain amount, we will pay it; even if every month it will be better than every week. We might have the money one week and don't have it the other.

Questionnaire ID: 239
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.00
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. The tap at home makes things easier like it would make our laundry cleaner because pump water does not wash the laundry very well. My cooking will be better in terms of the taste. It won't cause diseases. The tap at home will save me time and a lot of money because I pay a lot to buy water.

31. I did agree to pay 2 LE and 6 LE because having water at home is a big blessing. If I calculate it now, I will find out that it is cheaper from the water that we buy. Also, money is not everything, the most important thing is my comfort and my family's too. We see the worst situations when buying water.

Questionnaire ID: 248
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.00
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. It will save my health and clean everything like the laundry, kitchen wares. It will save me the effort. My health is deteriorating, I am 40 years old; I am getting old and cannot carry a lot. I can mop any time I want.

31. I agreed to pay 2 LE and 6 LE to save my health and comfort. I am an ill person. The most important thing for me is my comfort. Money is not as important. Water is the soul of the license. We will be able to do everything very quickly, without any effort. I won't take a lot of time.
25. Sweet water will save a lot of time and effort. I take a long time to fill water. Drinking it is safe, one will guarantee that it is sweet water not ground water. It will be better if used for the laundry, our clothes will be cleaner. The water we use now does not clean the clothes. In addition, it uses a lot of detergent. Now we use a lot of soap just like using bread. When it come to bathing, sweet water will be better, the water we have now is salty. My kids get salt when they rub their hands after taking a shower.

31. I agreed to pay 6 LE because it will save me my time, my effort. The 6 LE is almost what I spend getting detergent now. When we have sweet water, we won't need to buy all this soap. When I get water at home, I will allow my kids to use it. I won't be worried about them. Salty water causes kidney failures. Also, I will be relieved from filling water from out side, filling is so tiring for me. I cannot fill water now because I'm pregnant, my kids are the ones who do it, they get soaked into water.

25. Laundry will be brighter than using pump water. Our hair will be much, much better because pump water causes dandruff and makes hair dry. This is not the case if we use tap water. Pump water blocks the water heater, and eats the internal as well as the external pipes. This is not true with tap water. Tap water is much, much better in moping because it does not have salt in it.

31. I did agree because I wanted a better health. My health is important because it is the only thing behind me being able to make money. My family's health is the most important thing. What will money benefit you if you don't have good health? I agreed because I think money is not worth anything without health because it is us who make the money not vice versa. The plumbing is the worst, the water is salty, pipes are broken, sinks have a yellowish color. If we go ahead and drink from the water we have now, we will get kidney failure.

25. I live on the fifth floor. It is extremely difficult for me to get water from faraway, i.e. when I have water at home. It will save me a lot of effort. Some times I am forced to drink salty water. It will be better to drink sweet water. It will be better for cooking, drinking, and cleaning. Bert than the salty water we have now.

31. I agreed to pay 750 because I live on fifth floor and drink very bad water. I need government water. Sometimes the cost of the water pump is more than this amount, given that it is bad water. 9 LE is too difficult unless I am really forced to pay it. I will pay it although I won't be pleased to do so. To obtain cleaning drinking water, so that me and my kids do not get diarrhea, I can pay the 9 LE for
my comfort and the comfort of my kids. Sweet water is good for cooking and drinking, cleaning and all the license needs.

Questionnaire ID: 281
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. At least we won’t delay doing our laundry, we will wash it on the spot. We will be able to drink without any risk, wash our kitchen wares in a cleaner manner. It is very good to have water combined with healthy drainage. It will be useful in everything. The lack of water in our area creates a lot of problems. It is enough that we spend a lot of time filling water which reduces our time that we spend at home, cook, or prepare drinks.

31. I agreed to pay 150 or 450 because of well known reasons. We get really tired filling water. The time we spend at home, cleaning, doing the laundry is reduced. Also, I agreed because my house, my laundry, my kitchen wares will be cleaner. It saves detergent too because salty water uses a lot of it, and it does not clean as much. We get very tired getting water and we spend a lot of time doing that.

Questionnaire ID: 288
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 9.00
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. It will save this wasted time. It won’t be the case that women go and fill water and get tired. It will be more handy if we want to cook, do the laundry, or make a cup of tea out of sweet water. It will be more comfort no one will have to fill from downstairs at night. Also pump water causes kidney failure.

31. We have a lot of other expenses, so 36 LE per month is a little reasonable. It is enough that comfort water brings at home. I woman has to leave her kids and go fill water. The time that is wasted is a lot when filling water. It can be used to do another useful thing. There will be a lot of cleaning, more than now is doing the laundry, cooking. It will give me my detergent.

Questionnaire ID: 297
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. Time will be saved, specially on laundry day. I use a lot of Rabso (a brand of detergent). Government water will make our laundry cleaner. Same problem with kitchen wares. We use a lot of soap and get white spots on them. When washing my kids, their body gets a white layer on skin, their hair falls apart. From the day we moved to this place, we have kidney problems. Filling water is very tiring especially for our kids. Our kids fill water for us and they have to go to school, too. When we have guests, we cannot find water that is suitable to make tea, we can’t offer them tea. My heater is ruined because of the salty water. When we took it apart, we found out it was full of salt. However, when we have water at home, I will be psychologically comfortable and my kids, too. When my kids o to fill water, I get very worried if they are late outside.

26. When will the project be implemented?
31. I did agree to pay 150 P because it is a suitable amount, we are employees of the government and have a lot of kids. This amount is hardly suitable, and I am willing to pay it because of the sweet water. It is enough comfort that I won’t go down to fill water. I won't have to carry it over my head, no more worries about my kids get hit by a care when they fill, no more malfunctioning water heaters. I used to use mine all the time so if we get connected to sweet water we will operate the heater immediately. Our health will improve and we will be secured and not worried about our kids health.

Questionnaire ID: 305
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 9.00
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

25. My kitchen wares are all full of spots because the pump water leaves stains on kitchen wares. Our clothes never get clean because the water we have is salty. My kids do not know how to carry water. They get really tired from it. Although they work the whole day, when they come back tired they still have to go and fill water because they don’t find it available at home. On one hand we cannot use this salty water a lot on the other hand, sweet water we get can not be used for everything because we can only carry limited quantities. If we want to do the laundry, we are forced to use pump water also when we mop. We can only carry a limited quantity. If we have water available at home, my kids will be relieved from carrying water; we will use it to cook, and do the laundry. It will clean our clothes not like the other water.

31. 9 LE per week is not much, if it goes down to 3 LE it will be much, much better. My husband is dead and it is my kids who support the family. Pension is not much. If I get connected to water this will comfort me in everything. Instead of filling water from outside, we will be able to open the tap and get sweet water at home. We cannot drink salty water. Water is the soul of the license.

Questionnaire ID: 313
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. It will bring us relief, savings, makes our work easier and faster. It will save the consumption of the water pump, of soap, and it will save me time and effort. If I have a tap at home, I will be free, we can do all our work using sweet water from the government. Cook, drink clean water. It will be closer to my house.

26. I want to know how much is the cost?

31. 250, I agree. It is comfortable compared to the cost, I cannot pay more than this. It is not a problem if it costs 250 and we get water all the time.
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Questionnaire ID: 320
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. It will save a lot in terms of time and effort. It is enough comfort that I can fill my fridge bottles from the tap in a clean way. I wash my vegetables using clean tap water. It is satisfactory to me to open the tap and find clean water. It will provide enough lather when doing the laundry; and will also provide clean clothes. Also, washing ourselves and our hair, my kids’ hair is ruined from salty water we have to use a lot of detergent. If I have clean tap water at home, it will save me detergent, soap. We can use it to cook a clean meal and drink.

26. How much is the payment?

31. I want it with a cost of 150 because of my financial circumstances. It is enough for me to pay and find all the benefits of clean water that I can use to cook, drink, wash.

Questionnaire ID: 330
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 4.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. It will save a lot in cleaning and doing housework. It will be ready to drink, it won’t need anything. It will save my son time.

31. Water at home is comfort, because it is clean water. It won’t cause kidney problems. Some people here installed water for 3000 LE, so if you ask me to pay 18 LE/month of even 30 LE, it will be good. It will save a lot because I can pay 450 per week for five years to get water. The availability of water is very important for health specially if does not have particles in it. We want to avoid diseases.

Questionnaire ID: 337
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

25. It will be sweet water. I won’t go to fill from far away and we won’t drink water that causes sickness. It has a lot of salt. If you use it to wash yourself it causes itching and illness. Taps and pipes are full of salt due to salty water that pours from the shower or that is in the heater. Water is cut since yesterday and now we drink pump water. My kids get delayed when they go to fetch water. Sometimes they don’t even get water.

26. The cost.

31. So that we get connected to sweet water, we also want to be able to pay the amount. Pump water is not suitable for drinking, tea, cooking, doing the laundry. It also has worms in it. 150 P per week we can pay.
25. It will make a difference regarding our health, i.e. the chances of getting the diseases we get now from this water will be reduced. Our laundry will be cleaner than the water we have now.

26. Will government water be sweet or will it be contaminated, as we hear now? What are the guarantees that make me sure about the things you said now?

31. I refused because 750 is 30 LE per month. It is a lot of money that I cannot afford. If the amount was a little bit less, say 3 LE it will be better. This is true although I have water at home now. I just want to connect so that no one in my family gets sick. It will also reduce the effort that the female head of the household makes to do her laundry. I can pay a lesser amount.

25. I will save some effort, and there will not be any salty water that is harmful. There will not be much diseases like now, no hair loss, no depreciation of kitchen wares.

26. How much are we going to pay?

31. I agreed to pay 250 because this is what I can afford. I cannot pay more than this because it will be a burden on my budget and I do have a family.

25. We will stop getting water from outside, will save people’s electricity, and saves us heal. It will also save my kids health. Pump water is full of salt. There are trenches down there and we think the pump sucks sewage water. However, government water will be clean and it will save time. It won’t be full of diseases. It will be healthy for us and our kids.

26. How much is the cost?

31. Because I don’t stay much at home, thus I don’t consume a lot of water, the cost of 450 is too much for me. I cannot afford it. I work as an arzogi, and just wait for God’s mercy. If the cost is less than 450, we don’t mind getting connected to water.
25. There will be some saving in soap, salty water uses a lot of soap. It will be better for our health because salty water causes hair loss, and kidney problems. There will not be any diseases. It will save time and effort, instead of one carrying water from far distances, sweet water will be available at home. All the time we will be able to drink, cook, wash using sweet water.

26. When will the project be implemented? We really need it very bad.

31. 6 LE per week is not much compared to the diseases caused by salty water. Salty water costs us Ten folds more than this amount. Also to save effort. It won’t cause any problems filling water. Water is important and essential in food and drinks and every thing at home.

25. Talking about pureness, water will be a lot better in that it will maintain our health, it won’t have any kind of contamination, it will make washing clothes and cleaning them easier. It can safely be used for food, drinks and bathing. The water we have now causes skin diseases. It will save time, money and effort and that’s for sure.

26. Will the amount of water pumped be enough for the whole building? Or are we going to use water tanks?

31. I am willing to pay one LE or more for public health. There will be saving for effort and time. Our food and drink will be better than when we use the water we are using now. For laundry it will be easier and cleaner.

25. First, we can clean ourselves and we will have water all the time. Instead of taking a shower once a week we will be able to take it daily. I will save a lot of effort doing my laundry because I have to buy water for that. Pump water is bad and consumes a lot of detergent. It does not make a lather and it makes our laundry look dirty. It also causes a difference in the body because it has a higher salt percentage. It also ruins the eyes and hair. It is enough that I will have water all the time. I can use it always, at any time I want. For example, it is possible that I come from work and start washing immediately instead of what I do now. Having water at home will save me the money that I pay every week.

31. My income is limited, I can pay 2 LE to get water because water at home is a blessing. It will save my buying water from the vendor without knowing its source i.e. where he gets it. I can use water at my convenience at any time without needing to get it from the pump.
25. It will save us a lot of Rabso (a famous detergent in Egypt) and soap when it comes to doing the laundry. Pump water is used to do the laundry now. Tap water is good and sweet, however, pump water is full of diseases like diarrhoea and colds. Government water is better by far compared to any other type of water. No one hates using sweet water. I wish we get it instead of paying $300 for the water pump. I won’t pay all this money, but a small portion if I get connected. Tap water will save me a lot of effort. Instead of going up and down, back and forth to get water, we will have it available all the time.

31. I refused this amount because it is too much for me. I have to pay rent and I have a lot in installments to pay. I do get a very small pension and won’t be able to pay anything more than 2 LE because I am a woman with a limited income.

25. There won’t be any fatigue, we can take a shower whenever we want at anytime. Sweet water will prevent hair loss, diseases and sickness. Diseases such as kidney problems. We can use it to cook instead of using pump water because the latter is full of sand, has bad smell, salty. It tastes as if it is mixed with sewage water. Government water will be much better and it will relieve us from the fatigue and give us comfort. One will be able to take a shower in the best way.

31. Because I already pay a lot of money for the pump we have at home, I cannot pay 7,50 per week. My income is limited, it is only 200 LE per month. We pay 100 LE for different installments and bills and use other 100 LE for living expenses.

25. It will be cleaner, we will have purified water other than the one we use now. We will be able to use it for cooking and doing the laundry.

31. I don’t refuse the amount of money you said. I will pay it given that it stays like this all the time.
25. It will be easier considering time saving, health, psychological comfort. This means I won’t need any body to fill water for us. The laundry, food, and drinks will be cleaner.

26. Will installing water be as soon as possible? Or when will it be installed?

31. Because 2 LE per week is a suitable cost, and within the reach of any average family. Having sweet water will save time and effort and will help in doing a lot of things. If we talk about the health part, sweet water will prevent diseases. I will be psychologically comfortable because I won’t look for anybody to fill water for us.

25. Salty water causes microbes because it is mixed with the water from the trench. For kids it causes kidney failures. If we get connected to the water system, I will use water at my convenience for everything: cooking, tea. Doing the laundry will be easier. Pump water makes our hair dry, and causes dandruff, skin diseases, it makes our white clothes very dirty and changes its color. Water is the most important thing in the house, we are tired of carrying it every day.

26. How much is the cost? When are we going to be connected?

31. 1 LE is not a problem to get my comfort and have water under my control. My water heater is ruined from salty water. It dissolves the metals. The water we have now leaves yellow stains on things. If I have water now all this will change, it will be better.

25. It will make a big change, pump water is not much in quantity, and salty. I have to fill water for cooking, drinking, doing the laundry. We only use pump water for bathing. I won’t need to fill water from the street. There will not be any difficulty in cooking, doing the laundry if we use the tap directly. My kids get rashes all over their skin from using pump water.

31. Because I got fed up from filling water in the neighbors house. The water is really bad and I cannot use it for cooking. Also, I will save the Rabso and other detergents. I have to use 2 boxes of Ariel (a brand of detergent widely used in Egypt), one box of Rabso and bar of soap when I do my laundry. I can pay 2 or 6 LE. It is not a problem if I pay more than this, I just want the water to be connected.
Selected Verbatim Responses to Open-Ended Questions:

Sewer Flooding Questionnaire

The sewer flooding questionnaire contained two valuation scenarios. The first scenario asked respondents who experienced sewer overflows whether they would accept or reject a project to eliminate overflows. The scenario and debriefing sections contained the following four open-ended questions.

17. How do you think your family’s daily life and the things that you do will change if sewer overflow in the streets of your neighborhood are eliminated?

18. What else would you like to know about the sewer agency’s plan to maintain the sewers in your neighborhood?

23. What are the main reasons your family (wanted / did not want) the sewer network maintenance?

25. Why do you think the maintenance is not necessary to keep the sewer network from overflowing?

The second scenario asked respondents who did not experience sewer flooding whether they would accept or reject a project to prevent sewer overflows. The scenario and debriefing sections contained the following open-ended questions.

26. How do you think your family’s daily life and the things that you do will change if sewer overflows start to happen constantly in your neighborhood?

27. What else would you like to know about the sewer agency’s plan to maintain the sewers in your neighborhood?

32. What are the main reasons your family (wanted / did not want) the sewer network maintenance?

34. Why do you think the maintenance is not necessary to keep the sewer network from overflowing more often?

The responses in this section are ordered by valuation scenario. Responses to the eliminate flooding scenario are presented first followed by responses to the prevent flooding scenario.
Verbatim Responses: Project to Sewer Eliminate Flooding

Questionnaire ID: 13
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Don’t Know

17. It will be good, and clean living. Instead of my kids get all messed up in the street. Sometimes when I need to buy something from outside I have to delay it to next day so that I will not get dirty from going downstairs. We also smell terrible odors. All this will be prevented.

23. Because 11 pounds is too much. If this amount is every two weeks there will be no problem. However, if it is every week it will be too much.

Questionnaire ID: 21
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.90
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

17. The street will be clean, no mosquitos, no flies. Any car should be able to enter our street.

23. So that mains will not get blocked again, and streets will be clean. Also, it is because we won’t be able to come and go with ease.

Questionnaire ID: 29
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.60
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

17. It will prevent diseases and the streets will be clean all the time. We will be able to walk in the street without ours and our kids clothes getting dirty.

23. Because it is a small amount and it will be useful to all of us. It will cause street cleanliness and will prevent mosquitos that are all over the place now.

Questionnaire ID: 37
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

17. We can walk easily now. Although bad odor is not a very big problem for us, still we can get rid of it.

18. Are they going to change the whole network or is it going to be only an outside maintenance?

23. My only reason why I disagreed to pay is that this is too costly and I cannot afford to pay this amount.
17. The street will be cleaner. Also, for the disease. We live in the street that has overflows all the time and we are psychologically disturbed. This won't be the case any more because the streets are cleaner and it will protect us from mosquitos and flies.

17. It will cause irritation, delay everything, we won't be able to walk. Delays shops from work, smell will be terrible, increases diseases.

23. For my and my family's comfort.

17. If there are no overflows, life will be better. One can go to the market at his leisure. There will be no flies nor mosquitos. During summer, sewers cause diseases.

23. One would like to live in a clean atmosphere. I did agree to pay 1.5 LE because it is suitable. However, 2.75 LE will be too much.

17. There will be a psychological comfort and diseases will be reduced. Also, we will feel that we are living in a place that is suitable for humans like other countries.

18. Why should the authority ask for money although we pay eight LE as municipality fee?

23. It is natural that one lives in a clean place. This will provide psychological and health comfort. It will also save us the municipality fee that we pay already.

25. Besides this, there should be some education for those who use the sewers. Tell them not to throw things into it and block it. Also, show them how to use it in the appropriate manner.
17. The street will be clean and we can walk. No insects, no diseases.

18. The government should take care of it because it is already paid with taxes. My salary gets really reduced because I pay for water, cleaning, and maintenance.

23. I want the sewers not to overflow and the area to become clean. The cost is not much. If sewers overflow mosquitos will come to my house.

Questionnaire ID: 125
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.80
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

17. We will get rid of the disgusting mosquitos, bad odor and the house will look better than the disgusting situation now.

23. My income is limited. My kids support me and I cannot pay any more expenses no matter how small. I cannot put any additional burdens on my kids, their expenses are quite enough now.

Questionnaire ID: 145
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.80
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

17. It will be better of course for cleanliness. We can walk in the street and go up and down in it. Kids will be clean because they make their clothes dirty and mess up the apartment when there is overflow.

23. Being able to pay is good. I have an open house (vacant apartment) that needs month. For 275 I have to consult with my husband. I cannot tell you now anything and then he comes and disagree.

Questionnaire ID: 153
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

17. There will be no diseases, no traffic obstruction, bad odor, mosquitos, or insects that transfer contagious diseases.

18. I wish that they do daily or weekly or monthly maintenance for sewers. Also, I wish they increase the water pressure and purify it from contaminants. Will this maintenance by under the supervision of specialists and engineers?

23. Because we don't have continuous overflows in front of my house. It will be something clean for everybody.
17. It will be good. Cleanliness attracts cleanliness. We will be happy to go downstairs wearing our slippers, without them getting dirty. The sheet will be dirty if there are sewers and clean if they are not there. We can open our windows. It can cause us diseases.

23. I want the cost of 90 piasters because it is not much and suitable. We can pay it.

17. Cleanliness for the license and the street. Every now and then we complain about sewers. Kids get sick from the bad odor. When it overflows we scream until it gets fixed. I wish for the street to become clean so that we won't worry about our kids that walk in the street.

18. I want to know the cost.

23. When we want to repair sewers we collect 20 piasters from each apartment. The cost is too much. My husband is an arzogi (day laborer) and the living expenses now are expensive.

17. Streets will be clean, no mosquitos, no flies, one will be disgusted from overflows. I will be relieved. We can walk at ease.

23. I agreed because 120 piasters per week is suitable. The 210 is too much because we are so many and my husband is the only provider.

17. There will be no diseases, bad odors, flies, nor mosquitos. It will be a model street. At least I will be able to walk in the street, go to work, keep our clothes clean, and protect house walls.

23. The 275 piasters per week is too much, I cannot pay it. I am not affected by the overflow.
17. One will be able to walk in the street. The streets will be clean, mosquitos will be reduced and so will flies and diseases. No bad odor, we will be able to do what we want to do. We can go downstairs and buy everything we need.

23. Because of financial reasons. We don't have much. The government should be responsible about this maintenance, not us.

---

17. We won't smell bad odors, no mosquitos, no flies, no diseases. Streets will be good and suitable for walking.

23. Four LE is expensive. Life expenses are too much already. This amount can affect my budget and it needs a separate budget.

---

17. We will be relieved from the odor; flies, and diseases. We love to be neat and organized.

23. I am the oldest in my house. We did replace the pipes recently. We charged everything.

25. Because there is no education. Even if maintenance is accomplished, people will still throw things into pipes. A costly information education is very essential.

---

17. The street will be better because there won't be bad odor. One will be able to go up and down in a clean street. Because of kids' health improvement.

23. Four 4 LE per week is reasonable for my income and I hope it is lesser than this. It will be too much if it increases more than this amount. They will increase it every now and then.
17. There will be no mosquitos and no disgusting stuff from that we see. No diseases. One can go and pray without getting wet from sewage water. The area will be clean, good, wonderful. We can plant trees and make fences. Flies will not disturb our plants.

23. The government is taking everything away. I do pay for water and those who unblock it. We pay water and sewer bills. Healthy drainage is the government’s responsibility.

17. No mosquitos or flies. Health will improve, no bad odor, or bad scene. The general look of the street will be good.

18. The cost.

23. Because of the little money we have and the high prices, our income is not much.

17. There will be no diseases, mosquitos, or bad odor. Electricity cables will not be ruined. The street will be clean and we will be able to go to work without getting dirty.

23. Ninety piasters per week is 360 per month. This amount will be in addition to our life expenses, given that I am only an employee. However, 30 piasters is not much and I can pay it as a contribution to the network maintenance.

17. At least we will not smell the bad odor, no microbes, no diseases. Kids can go to school without feeling disgusted.

23. I don't object to the cost itself. However, the government should be the one that is responsible about such things. It is not reasonable that I pay to help the government while I am paying taxes and all my other dues. Government should be responsible about that.
17. It won't change anything in our area because sewers in our area do not overflow much.

23. It will be a symbolic amount; given that they will maintain the sewer pipes and there will be no more overflows. Streets will be cleaned.

Questionnaire ID: 311
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

17. When sewers stop overflowing, our conditions will be better. There will be no microbes, diseases, ants, disgusting things, or odor. I will be psychologically relieved and can go out and sit in the balcony without smelling the bad odor.

18. How will the maintenance be? Are we going to have some education in the media?

23. To pay six LE per month is not agreeable. If we compare this with the cost of getting someone to repair the sewers, he won't cost me more than 50 piasters the six LE is a lot, too much on top of living expenses.

Questionnaire ID: 323
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.90
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

17. It will be something good for the environment and health. It will prevent diseases, flies, and mosquitos.

23. Because 90 piasters is not much compared to the cleanness that they will do.

Questionnaire ID: 331
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 4.00
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

17. When the street is clean, the benefit goes to everybody; even those who are inside the house. We have schools close by, and of course the overflow is causing diseases for kids.

23. Because I have a lot of obligations, I pay building maintenance, trash collection. This amount is too much for maintenance. I do agree on maintenance but with a lower cost.
17. We will be relieved from the bad odor and microbes. The street will be clean because flies increase with sewer overflows. It is not easy to pass in the street.

23. It is reasonable, one can deduct such an amount from his own expenses. However, four LE will be too much per month.

17. It will prevent mosquitos, diseases, and bad odor. We will be able to walk in the street easily.

23. I pay the cost and sewer maintenance along with the water bill.

17. We can go out and finish the things we want to finish. Kids can go to school and work. When we have overflows, we use chairs for them to use to pass. During summer, our apartments get messed up from those going up and down. Flies are a lot.

23. Four LE is okay although they need to go down a little bit. Six LE is too much because the school expenses are a lot.

17. It will prevent the trash that piles in sewage water, flies, microbes that cause diseases, and cockroaches that cause plague.

18. The cost.

23. Ninety piasters is not a big amount. It is a reasonable amount for those with limited income like us. It is a small amount given the cleanliness it will provide.
17. Of course we are psychologically relieved. It prevents diseases and contamination. It protects the street. Kids can play in the street instead of having water all over the place.

18. What is the cost? If it is reasonable I will pay.

23. It is high cost; we cannot afford to pay. Somebody else may agree to pay such an amount.

17. We will settle down, the street will be clean. As long as cleaning is continuous we won't get any other diseases.

23. Prices are going up and the income level cannot cover this amount. However, 120 piasters is very suitable.

17. It is enough that we won't have diseases. The movement in the street will be better for me and my kids.

18. The maintenance is supposedly the government’s responsibility. It is not us who should pay it.

17. It will be something good, there won't be flies or mosquitos. The street will be clean and beautiful.

23. So that I can pay them. This is what I can afford. My husband is dead and my pension is just enough for me and the kids.

17. Cars will not splash water on us, we will be relieved from all this. Houses will be clean because dirty feet make the house dirty. It won't be a modern scene in the street.
18. Are we going to pay anything?

23. Of course, as long as there is maintenance, the street will be cleaner. It will prevent flies, mosquitos, and the spread of diseases.

Questionnaire ID: 483
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.10
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

17. The area will be clean, no trash, mosquitos, nor insects. We will be relieved from the too many diseases.

23. Because it is easy to pay that. Four LE are too much.

Questionnaire ID: 492
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.60
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

17. The street will be clean. No microbes, no diseases, no bad odors. We will be able to park our cars okay. Our kids can go down without worries in the street.

23. Because the price is suitable as long as it will protect our streets. Maintenance is very important and the street will become clean.

Questionnaire ID: 500
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.30
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

17. There won't be any mosquitos, bad odor, diseases, nor flies. We will be able to go back and forth and finish up what we need to do.

23. I cannot afford it. I have other commitments. My kids are in school and they spend a lot of money. Our salary is limited and cannot allow any additional expenses.
Verbatim Responses: Project to Prevent Sewer Flooding

Questionnaire ID: 1
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

26. Mosquitos will be all over the area. There will be bad smell in the summer and mobility will be difficult in the street. Only the municipality can save us from this.

32. Agreed, it is a small amount with which I can save my neighborhood. Refused, I cannot afford it. Life is expensive and this cost is more than necessary.

Questionnaire ID: 41
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.25
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

26. The street is just like tar. We have to raise our clothes to pass. It causes bad odors, mosquitos, and filth. Kids do not know how to go to school.

32. This is what I can afford, one pound per month is no problem. I cannot afford 160 piasters per month.

Questionnaire ID: 49
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

26. It will be dangerous for kids and houses and we won't be able to go up and down. Our clothes will become dirty.

32. No one can afford to pay 2.80 LE per week, because our income will never be enough to pay 10 LE for sewer maintenance. This does not include water and electricity.

Questionnaire ID: 57
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.00
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

26. It will cause us a big problem. It will obstruct our work and cause bad odors and diseases.

32. Cleanliness, no one hates it, it is natural that overflows cause problems.
Questionnaire ID: 65
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

26. We will not go downstairs until you repair it. We will try to inform you, our kids will get tired, our life will be ugly, we will smell bad. It will attract flies and mosquitos.

32. I cannot pay 2.50 LE per week. Such an amount can ruin my house expenses.

---

Questionnaire ID: 89
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.00
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

26. Diseases will spread. I will be delayed from work. My clothes and shoes will be dirty. Streets will be destroyed and traffic will be obstructed in the area.

32. The area does not need any network replacement. Sewers are okay because it was recently renewed. This is done by the sewer authority. It did not overflow for the last three years.

---

Questionnaire ID: 109
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.25
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

26. We will stay home, we cannot go out. We will contact the officials to take care of it. If they do not care, we can call the police. Sewers cause bad odors. I cannot change my tires when they get flat because of the water. We have to use bricks so that we can pass. It is a problem for those living on the ground floor. Mosquitos chase us and it causes diseases and problems that are unlimited.

32. It is easy and handy. The 160 piasters per week are fine. It is not sure that the rest of the families will pay. Not everybody has the same circumstance. Sewers eat house foundations. A project like this deserves a payment.

---

Questionnaire ID: 117
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

26. Diseases and bad odors. It can make buildings collapse and prevent kids from going to school.

32. I refused because my husband is retired and his pension is just enough. This amount is too much, the lack of money is the thing that affects us.
Questionnaire ID: 133  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.50  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

26. There will be a lot of disease. I will complain and say sewers overflow. Now there is nothing I can say. If it overflows, we won't be able to walk and mosquitos and flies will increase.

32. I can pay 50 piasters per week, two LE/month. I am retired and 160 piasters per week is too much. There are people who have low salaries.

Questionnaire ID: 141  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.75  
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

26. I cannot pass when I go downstairs. Air is contaminated, kids cannot walk. Mosquitos and flies come to our place and they cause diseases, especially for kids.

32. We live on the fourth floor and we don't have such a big problem if there is no maintenance. The amount is too much for my husband, we won't be able to pay it. If the cost is one LE per month we can agree.

Questionnaire ID: 177  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.25  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

26. There will be diseases. It brings insects like mosquitos, flies, and cockroaches.

32. Because the amount is too little and simple. Also, maintenance is a benefit and something important.

Questionnaire ID: 193  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.00  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

26. It will affect us from all aspects -- walking and health. This is because the bad odors caused by sewers affect health. The filthy stuff causes flies and diseases. The last thing I need is to get sick.

27. The cost?

32. Two LE is suitable, however 3.50 LE is too much. I already pay estate taxes, electricity, water, not to mention other living expenses. My pension is not enough. I only get 30 LE and they are not enough for anything.
26. We get people to fix it. We don't wait for it to overflow a lot. We get them from the sewer authority.

32. Refused because I have maintenance. What makes me take this cost? I agreed to pay 50 piasters because it is easy for me to pay it.

26. Diseases, mosquitos, flies will spread. It will be very difficult to go to work and the market. Also, for kids.

27. Will payment be yearly, or what will be the system?

32. They will be suitable for me to pay. I can afford it. Everyone will agree to the maintenance. It will be desired and good. If we have an increase in the salary I can pay because they will be reasonable expenses.

26. It will be bad odor and microbes. It attracts mosquitos and diseases that attack kids from the street.

32. No problem. I wish it comes with water maintenance too. Maintenance is important and the amount that we have to pay is no problem.

26. Life will be ugly, a lot of mosquitos and flies. It will harm our kids and cause them diseases. It will be unbearable to live or walk in this area.

32. Because it is a cleanliness and maintenance operation for the whole area. The amount is not much and I hope it won't be increased.
Questionnaire ID: 359
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

26. Our kids will get ill. It will cause odor, flies, mosquitos, and all kinds of insects those that fly and those that crawl. It will obstruct traffic in the area.

32. Because I have four kids in school and my husband is a government employee with a limited income. I cannot pay any money.

Questionnaire ID: 367
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

26. It will bother me when I go up and down. It will attract files and mosquitos.

32. I am retired. I can not pay anything because my expenses are too much.

Questionnaire ID: 383
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.60
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

26. Anything that goes wrong we repair immediately. We don't wait until it overflows because if causes diseases, mosquitos, and bad odor. We cannot open the window. People throw stuff into sewage water.

32. We cannot afford it. To pay water, electricity, and school. My husband is an arzogi. Our kids are too little, the cost of raising them is too much, we cannot afford it.

Questionnaire ID: 395
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

26. There will be a lot of diseases, mosquitos, and flies. The road will be obstructed. Our kid's clothes will get dirty. It can affect our house's walls.

27. Will this project be seriously implemented and are we going to see positive results so that the benefits get to everybody?

32. In collaboration with the executive authorities of our country because maintenance will make the street clean, prevent damage to house foundations. The amount I can pay easily.
Questionnaire ID: 403
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.30
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

26. It will be a problem. At least I will not be able to get into my own house, leave alone the diseases that will spread. Also, the delays that it will cause to people and little kids when they go in and out.

32. Because the 130 piasters is not a problem, as long as the project has a long run effect. If I refused it now, it will cause problems for people and little kids when they go in and out.

32. Because the 130 piasters is not a problem, as long as the project has a long run effect. If I refused it now, it will harm me a lot. The amount is okay and affordable by everybody.

Questionnaire ID: 411
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.00
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

26. It will cause bad odor, flies, and mosquitos. Streets will be filled with water, one will be disgusted to walk in them. Dirtiness causes diseases.

27. The cost.

32. We pay two LE, it is a small amount. I pay them for trash collection anyway. I pay this amount because I need cleanliness.

Questionnaire ID: 423
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 0.25
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

26. It causes contamination, diseases, obstruct walking and traffic, mosquitos, bad odor, and water puddles. It ruins house walls and the street. Clothes will get dirty and can cause electric shortages.

Questionnaire ID: 443
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.30
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

26. It won't be good regarding cleanliness. Diseases will increase and the area and the family will be filled with dirt. The healthy status is the most important thing.

32. Because maintenance is important, the amount is not much. Also, so that overflows are prevented. So are mosquitos and flies.
26. It causes irritation, diseases, and bad odors. It obstructs our going in and out to buy things.

32. I am a worker and my income is little. I don't have another person to share expenses. Life is expensive. With this little income I support all my kids and pay for electricity and water. Everything is expensive now.

---

Questionnaire ID: 471
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.00
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

26. It will be a problem in the street. There will be contamination, diseases, and bad odors. We won't be able to go to work nor use water because we don't want to bother the people downstairs. It can overflow inside the house in the ground floor and cause problems. There will not be any cleanliness because of less water usage. It can also cause problems between neighbors.

32. We pay for maintenance in the water bill. I have a coupon for these who come and unblock sewers. Every month whenever it overflows they come and unblock it and get 50 piasters.

---

Questionnaire ID: 496
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.00
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

26. Everyone should be bothered by sewers. Because of the bad odor and mosquitos. I will obstruct traffic and our going in and out the house.

32. We pay with the water bill, under the maintenance item. The sewers item was eight LE and did increase to 25 LE added to the water bill just for maintenance.
Selected Verbatim Responses to Open-Ended Questions:

Sewer Connection Questionnaire

The sewer connection questionnaire contained three open-ended questions. Questions 25 and 26 below appeared in the direct questioning valuation scenario. Question 31 was part of the debriefing section. Responses are identified by question number. The corresponding questions are:

15. How do you think your family's daily life and the things that you do will change if the sewer agency installs a sewer network in your heta?

16. What else would you like to know about the sewer agency’s plan to install a sewer network in your neighborhood?

22. Can you tell me about the main reasons your family decided you (wanted / did not want) the installation at a cost of ____ LE per week?

Each response also contains the questionnaire identification number, the weekly cost of the project offered to the respondent, and the respondent’s decision about whether the accept or reject the proposed project at the stated cost.
Verbatim Responses: Project to Provide Household Sewer Connection

Questionnaire ID: 10
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 3.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

16. A sewer connection will relieve us from everything. From the expenses of vacuuming the vault and from dumping the laundry water and the cleaning water in the street. Even when taking a shower it will be a relief because we don’t have to worry about the vault getting full and having trouble with people.

22. I accepted because sewer connection is a relief and because I am disgusted from the vaults. I also accepted because I am tired of carrying water and dumping it in the street and arguing with people. Also vacuuming the vault is expensive and with a sewer connection there will not be any problems.

Questionnaire ID: 20
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 4.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

16. Our use will be on the sewer connection and vaults overflow will be prevented. It will be a clean thing because there will be less flies, mosquitos, and roaches.

17. I do not want sewer overflow.

22. The house will be safe instead of being saturated with the vault’s water. We will get rid of flies and mosquitos and the cost of cars, vacuuming, and delays. The most important thing is cleanliness.

Questionnaire ID: 30
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 
Accept/Reject Decision: 

16. Mosquitos will be less, microbe will be less. Instead of using the vault we will use the sewer connection which is definitely better because the vault can overflow (explode) anytime.

22. I am a temporary worker for a day of two per week. It is impossible to put all my income in the sewer and also the kids’ expenses are too much.

Questionnaire ID: 40
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 4.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. Definitely I will mop and dump the water freely since we have a sewer connection. I will also have relief from the disgusting vault and the problems that it causes like bad smell, mosquitos, and flies. When we have a sewer connection it will be a relief from all that.
22. Because the price of installation is reasonable and we can afford it. And because of the cleanliness that will be brought with the sewer which is hundred times better than the vaults.

Questionnaire ID: 50
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 9.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. Sickness will kill us and cleanliness if good that nobody finds. Vaults cause sickness, bad smell, flies and mosquitos. Without all that we will have better health. The drain also brings mosquitos we hope that you fill it as well.

22. Because we don’t have the amount of money and we are only selling vegetables and the kids are in school. I also can’t take any decisions because we are southern Egyptians, when the man comes I will ask him. I will accept if the cost is less because we are poor and need the connection because it is better than the vaults.

Questionnaire ID: 60
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.60
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

16. Will be better in cleaning and from the health aspects when we have sewer connection it will be cleaner in the laundry and mopping and less worry.

22. Will be equal to income and I can’t pay more than that. Also 1.60 LE. could and hurt because we are bureaucrats. I know that this support for the government, but if I could pay more I would. Also there will be bad consequences because the vaults’ water affects the buildings. And it prevents flies, mosquitos, and bad smell.

Questionnaire ID: 70
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 5.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. It will be a relief from vacuuming the vault because sometime I don't have the money to do it. Currently we are afraid of dumping the dirty water, even a glass of water, so the vault won't get full.

22. I didn't accept because I am a widow and I don't have the money. I also raise a kid and a daughter with a husband in prison. All that with a 10 pounds pension per month. How do you expect me to pay.

Questionnaire ID: 80
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 4.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. We will save some money that are paid for vacuuming the trench. I will save it for the kids. We don't have to keep looking for a car to vacuum, and then keep waiting till it arrives to vacuum. It will also be clean for the streets and the houses especially in the vacuuming day the world is upside down and the smell destroys everything.
22. I refused because 4.75 LE is expensive and I have kids in school that needs money. Sewer is not the only thing that I have to spend on.

Questionnaire ID: 90  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 6.75  
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. Definitely will be a big relief and convenient for us. We don't have to carry the water outside to throw it away because sewer connection will take care of that.

17. I would like to know how much.

22. Because I have a pension that is not enough. I also take a lot of medicine that costs a lot of money. I can't pay this amount at all.

Questionnaire ID: 100  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.60  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

16. There will be cleanliness with out mosquitos or flies and the vaults won't overflow and we will have a break from the problems of vacuuming and its expenses.

22. It will clean the area from mosquitos and flies and moist walls and vaults won't overflow in the streets and the cleaning of kids. The whole area will benefit.

Questionnaire ID: 110  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 9.50  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

16. The vault will not be needed, we will fill it and connect pipes. It is good for the house in terms of cleaning and money that we pay for vacuuming. Also using water will be more because we don’t have to carry it outside the house and we don’t have to do laundry outside the house. The street will be cleaned and the house will be clean.

22. Because the cleaning of the street and the area from vacuuming. Cars bring oil and always late and leak the vault water in the street. It also brought flies and mosquitos. I live in the first floor and the apartment will be clean.

Questionnaire ID: 120  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 4.75  
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. At least it will prevent diseases and mosquitos and will decrease laundry because cloths and covers get dirty from the vault’s water. It will save the money we pay to vacuum the trench and clean the house.
17. How would we pay for the sewer, the tenants or the landlord.

22. Kids are in school and have a lot of expenses and life is also expensive and the salary wouldn’t allow us to spend 475 pt.. There is no other income except salary.

Questionnaire ID: 130
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 6.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

16. There will be more cleaning than now with regard to mosquitos and flies and overflow in the streets from the vaults. It will be generally clean for everybody. Also we will conserve either way because we are not suppose to use much water whether there is a vault or not. Not to mention, I am not really affected be the vault because I live upstairs.

17. How much?

22. I accepted 6.75 LE because they exactly my pension. We will also have a break. Nobody can live without a clean environment. We will also get rid of the disgusting water coming out of the vaults that causes bad smell.

Questionnaire ID: 140
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 9.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. At least we wouldn’t have mosquitos or trash and if the kids went out to play, they won’t get hurt. We will also save the effort spent on dumping the water outside the house.

22. Because I had a limited income and if I had a good income I would pay any amount you want. I pay 5 pounds a month to vacuum the trench, which I cheaper than the sewer.

Questionnaire ID: 150
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 9.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. Kids will not be dirty, there won’t be mosquitos or flies, I will be more comfortable because I don’t have to go to the end of the world to dump water and I will dump water in the bathroom. Now, the vaults are overflown but when we have sewer all that will end and when kids go down to play in the street they won’t come back with dirty cloths and full of diseases.

17. How much?

22. I refused 9.50 LE because my husband doesn’t have a permanent job. If he was, I would pay because we need clean environment. This amount is too expensive, I can pay one week but I can’t pay the other.
16. We will not have diseases. Kids now get sick from vaults and the overflows and the sewage they dump in the drain. But when we have sewer, we wouldn’t have mosquitos or flies, we wouldn’t have vaults’ overflow. Vaults are messing up everything and making everything disgusting and we can’t walk in the streets.

17. How much?

22. I accepted 8.75 LE because it will be convenient and I will had a break from vacuuming the vault. When the car comes to vacuum me and my kids get sick. I will have a break from the disgusting vaults. I will pay anything for my convenience and relief and to avoid diseases. Now we all get sick form the vaults and their vacuuming.

---

16. It will be convenient because we throw water outside the house in order not to fill the vault. Also pesticides for mosquitos cost money. The streets will be clean because we won’t dump water in it. We won’t have anymore overflows. The house will be clean because there won’t be mud on the shoes. Also when kids play in the street, they won’t expose themselves to diseases from sewage and they play freely because of a clean street.

17. How much?

22. Because I can’t afford. We are not rejecting the sewer, but it is expensive. We would like to live in a clean place, but I can’t afford it, so I have to refuse. Our income wouldn’t allow it because we have a lot of other obligations.

---

16. Will change a lot of things like clean streets without vaults overflow, better smell without the water dumped in the drain, no arguments among neighbors because of the overflows and there will be no mosquitos or flies or diseases.

17. In how long would installation begin and when would it finish. And how much would it cost.

22. Because the vault causes problems with neighbors and they fight together. It is also a good thing that will clean the area from diseases and flies. And also 6.75 LE is a good price that my family can afford. Our relief from problems with neighbors and with all other problems caused by the vaults’ overflow and the clean streets, without dirty water worth the price.
Questionnaire ID: 190  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 9.50  
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. At least I don’t have to go to the drain to dump the water everyday. There wasn’t be a vault and the kids will be clean and I don’t have to leave the kids so I can go and throw away the used water.

22. The 60 pounds are not enough for our house, and I don’t have this amount of money every week. If it was much more cheaper because I had kids and other expenses and fixed income.

Questionnaire ID: 200  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 6.75  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

16. We will not pay this money. It is a healthy thing, we won’t vacuum the vaults, we won’t have bad smell, we won’t have mosquitos or flies, we will have psychological reliefs, we wouldn’t have problems with the neighbors, the street will be paved and clean. We will not pay too much money for the car to vacuum, we will not find the vault blown and overflowing, and we can cross the street.

17. Is paying after 5 years and If I didn’t pay it wouldn’t work.

22. We will be relieved from vacuuming the vault and the outside disgusting environment. We will get rid of it and wouldn’t be worried about it, we wouldn’t have bad smell, we won’t have to carry water outside the house. The house will be clean, the streets will be clean and paved, and the kids can play in a clean place.

Questionnaire ID: 210  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 6.75  
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. There won’t be clogged and overflowing in the apartment. It won’t cause bad smell and overflowing in the street. Sewage will go straight to the pipes and won’t cause the streets to stink. There won’t be any problems between me and my neighbors because of the vault. There won’t be mosquitos or flies under the window. The street will be clean and nice and comfortable without pumps and I can sit in front of the house comfortable without anything that bothers people. People will be able to walk in the street. It is going to be quiet and comfortable at home and me and the kids can sleep. We won’t spend money to treat the kids from diseases caused by the vault. Nobody will dump water in the street and the vault won’t get full because it is connected to the sewer.

22. I agree because I am employee who have a 91 pounds monthly salary and my family is 8 persons all in schools. Some of them are leaving school because I don’t have the money to spend on them. I have kids that are getting married and my salary is not enough for food and water and cloths. We even buy water, electricity, pay to vacuum the vault and expenses for life and kids.
16. We won’t have cars to vacuum the clogged vaults. I will also have a break because I spend 10 pounds every week to vacuum.

22. Because I can afford it I can save money everyday and spend them and will relieve me from the vaults. The streets will be clean.

---

16. Environmental pollution is affecting the children and diseases are speed and the cleaning of the place and the disappearance of bad smells that exists all year. Also if the drain is filled the view will be much better and healthier instead of diseases. Also the look of the children and their health will change completely.

17. When would the sewer start? Because we don’t hear anything about the sewer that have been for 10 years.

22. For me, it is a little expensive and I am a bureaucrat with a fixed income. This is beside water and power bills, I would agree if it is a little cheaper.

---

16. Will be much better from dumping the water outside the bathroom. Instead of washing dishes with a small amount of water I can wash it with more water. It will also be better in doing the laundry time and time again.

22. I accepted because the price is reasonable. Also because the cleaning of the house and the street and everybody. I can pay this amount because when we have sewer things will be much better.

---

16. It will be a relief from vacuuming and I can use more water and our cloths will be cleaner. It will give us a break from dirty streets and disgusting flies that come with overflows. It will also prevent walls from sinking and will save us money.

17. How much?
22. This is too much and I pay 6 pounds every month for the vault. This way the vault is better and merciful than sewer.

Questionnaire ID: 260  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 8.75  
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. There will be cleaning in the streets instead of overflow that sinks everything. Even if a child went down to the street he will come home clean. I don’t let my children down because I got worry that kids may fall. It will be cleaner because instead of falling in vaults we will fall in sewer.

22. Problems of life and kids and life is expensive. Also power bills, kids’ problems, cloths and food, all that affects my income. 8.75 LE is too much but the second price is good because everything is expensive now.

Questionnaire ID: 270  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 5.75  
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. Streets will be clean more than now because of overflow. Kids won’t get sick. Mosquitos and flies will disappear. I will be able to walk in a clean street. We will be able to use water at our convenience unlike now we have to throw it in the drain.

17. How much?

22. I refused 5.75 LE per week because we don’t have money. Sometimes we have but this is too much.

Questionnaire ID: 280  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.60  
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. No differences whether it is sewer or vaults. Our vault is okay and we don’t have any problems in the whole street.

17. When and how much?

22. I don’t want to pay because I don’t have income, my husband is sick, I don’t have kids who brings income. We also vacuum the vault every three years and it costs less than 1 pound per week.

Questionnaire ID: 290  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 6.75  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

16. We will get rid of overflows in the first floors and we’ll get rid of flies and mosquitos and will save income 84 pounds a week and 14 pounds for pesticides. I will be able to open the window to bring fresh air and feel alive in an open place instead of a closed place. The sewage affects the house, the street cleaning, the street dryness and there won’t be water all the time.
22. Because 6.75 LE are less than what I pay. I will live in a perfect house that has water, power, and sewer. The absence of sewer covers everything: covers clean air, covers insects, covers pesticides. It is enough that I can open the window and smell fresh air, have better health, living standard. The absence of sewer forces us to use a lot of pesticides on a regular basis.

Questionnaire ID: 300
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 8.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. A lot will change. If we have sewer, we can have water. I can use water without being worried about filling the vault. I can do all my laundry instead of pilling it and washing it on separate times. Sewer will prevent bad smells caused by the cars that vacuums the vault. I almost throw up when they come and vacuum. It will prevent mosquitos and flies brought by vaults.

17. How much and to whom?

22. Because the amount is too much and my husband is a bureaucrat that can’t pay. The vault is more merciful when vacuumed every while it doesn’t cost that much. We can’t live like that, what about paying 8.75 LE per week.

Questionnaire ID: 310
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 8.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. We can do laundry easily because the sewer will take care of the water instead of vaults that get filled quickly. We can’t have mosquitos and nobody from the neighborhood would dump water outside the house and no one would walk and fall because of the slippery ground.

22. I refused because my husband is a temporary worker and I have kids in school that take private lessons. I also pay expensive rent and nobody work but my husband.

Questionnaire ID: 320
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 3.50
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. Streets will be clean. And instead of being afraid to use water so the vault won’t get full, I will use water freely because we have sewer. And we won’t have mosquitos.

22. Because I don’t have 3.50 LE every week. I will stay dumping in the vault instead of paying that much. However, sewer will be cleaner and the final word for my husband. What would we do, we are poor incapable people.
16. Everything will be better. I will be psychologically better. Our dirty water of the toilet water will go away from our area for the good of everybody. There will be cleanliness. There will be people responsible about sewer and when something clogged or overflow we can call those who are responsible to come and fix the problem. We won’t have vaults overflow, mosquitos, flies, bad smell and in the future will eliminate all the problems.

17. When would the project be implemented and how serious is it?

22. 2.25 LE for five years is a good price that any family can afford as if they were exiting 5 chickens for the sake of cleanliness of the streets and the pipes in ground. Everything will be better than the vaults that we have now. Like salty water leaking from the vaults that will cause houses to fall. The dirty streets filled with dirty water and trash because of that I accepted to connect sewer pipes.

---

16. Will be better in everything. First, I will save money instead of vacuuming because we won’t need the cars. We won’t have to go to throw it away. There won’t be flies, mosquitos, and rotten smell.

22. I refused this money equal to my pension and I accepted because this money will buy my comfort and the comfort of the house. Also instead of vaults’ water spreading in the walls. This will save us a lot of money and will be better than all this. Sewer is better because it will make the house good and clean and the money I will pay will give me a break from the disgusting neighbors who dump water and the vault which is filled every now and then.

---

16. Laundry water will go into the sewer instead of going out to throw it away. It will save us time, convenience, and effort. The place will be clean and healthy. There won’t be diseases and bad smell or problems between neighbors. Kids could play in the street without having their cloths getting dirty.

17. If they installed the sewer, how much would the installation be? Would we be able to pay it or not?

22. Because I can pay 3.50 LE per week. Because sewer is good for cleaning and better than the worries caused by vaults’ overflow. Because of our convenience and from diseases and bad smell. There won’t be dirtiness in the street of dumping dirty water away. It will save time and effort spent in dumping dirty water.
16. It will give us a break from vacuuming and from bad smell. I will be able to dump the water in the bathroom normally instead of bringing a car to vacuum. Definitely the vault will be eliminated and will be normal and clean. But if we have sewer and then it overflows, then that would be bad.

22. Because we are people on the doors of God and temporary workers. This is a big amount of money, if it is up to us we wouldn’t care. People living here are poor and they can’t pay because they work one day to the other. Honestly, this is a big amount and my husband is unemployed and old age and I can’t pay the amount weekly. The vault would be cheaper because it won’t cost that much to vacuum every 5 month when we don’t use that much water.

16. Will be better in cleaning and also in convenience in the house. We will be able to wash and take showers.

22. Because of feeding kids and paying the rent I don’t know from where would I bring 3.50 LE. I am not capable of this amount of money.

16. Instead of paying for the vault, will pay for the sewer. Because sewer is better in cleaning. Sometimes we have open vault and we are afraid that the kids would fall in it. Also the streets will be cleaner.

22. Because vacuuming expenses are cheaper from this amount. Also sometimes we stay for a month without vacuuming. We pay 6 pounds a month for vacuuming which is cheaper than sewer. Also, if payments were every month that would be better because we are paid monthly and not weekly.

16. Will be clean in everything. We wouldn’t bring a car to vacuum the vault, we will save money, sewage will go into the pipes, we wouldn’t go to search for a car for a day or two and the drivers say they are busy.

22. Because 4.75 LE per week I can pay for the sake of our convenience without the vacuuming the vault and the problems when we try to vacuum. We don’t find many vacuuming cars and when we find them they say they are busy. We will save money in vacuuming and cleaning and because sewer is good and will take the used water away in big pipes.
16. I want the area developed. It will be cleaner than that and I will be happy if I see the sewer here because nobody hates cleaning. We wouldn’t find dirtiness or water in the street. The most important thing is to have sewer and water officially.

22. Because my condition are bad and the salary is limited and cleaning is the most important thing. When everything will be official here, everything will be good. Instead of filling a barrel with water, I would have bought mineral water. If we have sewer, we will make a garden because of prettiness of the area. If we have sewer kids can live here and don’t have to go to their grandmothers and we don’t have to leave this area to go to another area.

16. Sewer is better because of the mosquitos and flies and cleaning. Instead of dumping water outside the house and getting tired, we will dump it here inside the house. If we have sewer, there won’t be bad smell and flies and mosquitos and cleanliness will be for all.

22. The price is too much and we are newly wed and don’t have this amount to pay it every week. We already have instalments and other finances and can’t bare that amount.

16. Will clean everything like the houses and the area will be public cleaning for the world like houses and cloths. Instead of bad smell in the houses, it will be clean without roaches and insects and all disgusting things.

17. How much for the sewer?

22. Living expenses I have 10 kids and small salary and one room with two jobs in the company and outside I make 150 pounds per month.

16. There won’t be any different because vaults like sewer. And either way we are paying money.

22. I refused because I won’t be able to pay the amount. I am a driver not a bureaucrat and I work one day and ten not. I also have 6 kids some in school. I wish you bring water rather than bring another one who wants to take money from me.
Questionnaire ID: 440
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 7.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. Definitely any water from laundry and mopping will go into the sewer and we don’t have to wait to throw it in the vault. Definitely sewer will bring comfort to us.

17. I would like to know how much is the price?

22. Because I am a widow and me and his second wife are living in the same house. Each of us takes 30 pounds pension. So we won’t be able to pay this amount because it is above our capabilities.

Questionnaire ID: 450
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 4.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. There will be a lot of good things like no mosquitos or flies or trash. It will be mercy from God and it will be a break from vacuuming vaults. When vaults overflow they bring bad smell. We could pave the street. It will also preserve the health from the bad smell. It will prevent the walls from water and humidity that we are living in. It will prevent kids from stepping in dirty water and they won’t have diseases like Bilharzia from vaults’ overflows. When the vaults get full, cars don’t come immediately. I live in the first floor and the toilet water is spreading in the apartment.

17. Who is responsible to pay the tenants or the landlord?

22. My salary is small and things are expensive. I am retired and my pension is 150 pounds. I pay 30 pounds rent and things are very expensive and life is very tough and boring an we have never seen situations like that.

Questionnaire ID: 460
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 7.75
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

16. Will be better in everything, will be convenient without dumping water outside because neighbors dump it all the time. With sewer nobody will dump water outside the house.

22. I refused because the most important thing is cleaning the street and nobody dumps water outside the house. I accepted to pay the amount because my convenient and my house convenient.

Questionnaire ID: 470
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 2.25
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

16. Will be more convenient for me instead of keep looking for cars and live two days without them. The sewer will give us a break and also the house entrance will be clean without the vault overflow in it. There will be more attention to sewer and we want to change something we can do it quickly and easy. My wife does not have to dump water outside and she will be able to dump it in the toilet.
17. Is there any dangers on the house because they were suppose to turn it down? How much?

22. Income is limited and 2.25 LE is reasonable and enough that it will be convenient to my wife which has to go away to dump water. It is also convenient to all the neighbors. The building entrance will be clean and my wife will stop having problems with the neighbors. Nobody will tell her to throw the water away and nobody will dump water in the street anymore.

Questionnaire ID: 480  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 9.50  
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. Sewer will be better for me because it will save the 10 pounds I pay for sewer. Instead of dumping water it will go into the sewer directly. When I dump water in the street now neighbors fight with me and dump all their water in the vault.

22. I can’t pay this amount because my pension is 1.30 LE per month used for drinking, eating, cloths, school expenses, and water expenses. Do you want me to pay for sewer instead of feeding my kids.

Questionnaire ID: 490  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 6.75  
Accept/Reject Decision: Accept

16. We will use water more freely and will save money from vacuuming and will have a break from mosquitos and roaches that come from downstairs. We wouldn’t have diseases and my son won’t get sick and we will sleep better. Also, mosquitos have their own expenses because we always have to spray.

22. My husband is a bureaucrat and the price is reasonable and you are helping us with instalment for the 27 pounds per month. I am very tired from the vault because of roaches and snakes and I have a small child that I am afraid on him from the vault which brings nasty things. If the sewer is installed, it will be more comfortable.

Questionnaire ID: 500  
Weekly Project Cost (LE): 1.60  
Accept/Reject Decision: Reject

16. It will be more clean in everything. There won’t be mosquitos or flies, there won’t be bad smell. It will be more convenient to do laundry with a lot of water. Also, we will save money because we don’t have to buy pesticides for mosquitos and flies.

22. I don’t know because the man is responsible in everything. He is the one that can say yes or no. I don’t have anything to do with money issues.